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Abstract
The “Irish model” is flavor of the month. This paper argues that what is most distinctive about
this model is not the form of social partnership, nor any grand paradigmatic shift in policy, but
the institutional capacity of the Irish state. Within a newly consensual political culture the Irish
state has, since 1987, been able to craft highly effective policy initiatives targeting the top, middle
and bottom thirds of the Irish labor market respectively: the Institutes of Technology, which have
produced cohorts of (often sub-degree) tertiary-level graduates for the export-oriented sector of
the economy; a “Standards-Based Apprenticeship” system, that has dramatically raised the
quantity and quality of skilled workers particularly in the non-traded private sector; and the
“Community Employment” program that has kept the long-term unemployed and other
marginalized groups connected to the labor market, reducing the number of “work-poor”
households substantially. The Community Employment program also enabled the Irish state to
address a wide range of social needs that an otherwise anorexic system of social protection could
not address. Under the auspices of consensual social partnership a high-impact, low-cost system
of governance developed. This system reflects the two major features of the Irish political
system: a centralized state and clientelistic electoral politics. The peculiarity of this combination
is one reason to question whether the Irish model can be imitated. A more important caveat arises
from the fact that although the Irish state has been good at effecting “quick fixes” it has been
incapable of addressing some of the more fundamental weaknesses in its systems of educational
and social provision.
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Consensus and Institutional Capacity in Irish Policymaking: the “Irish Model” and
active labor market policy 1987-2004
The Spring 2004 Irish Presidency of the EU is providing another platform for advocates of an
“Irish model” of social and economic policy to recommend that other EU countries, particularly
the accession countries, pursue similar ”competitiveness” policies. Ireland is deemed to have (a)
made exceptionally good use of EU structural funding (b) successfully combined AngloAmerican neo-liberal flexibilization with European, consensual social partnership and (c)
represent a replicable model of governance for the Lisbon “competitiveness” agenda. Ireland
now finds itself accorded “hero” status regarding the Lisbon agenda, and it has been identified as
embodying a precocious form of the “Open Method of Coordination”. This paper questions the
adulation Ireland has received by focusing on what is most distinctive about the Irish social and
labor market model: the ability of the Irish state to respond rapidly, cheaply, and effectively to
changing labor market needs.

The paper is based on analysis of the institutional basis of the Irish model in the area of active
labor market policy: employment and training programs run by the state labor market agency and
the vocational wing of tertiary education. That the Irish economic transformation owes a lot to
EU influence, but this is largely in the form of an organizational and institutional reformation of
policymaking rather than either fiscal or normative stimuli. What was most innovative and
successful about the Irish model was not the policies pursued but the process through which
policy was determined: it is the flexibility of the Irish state, rather than the flexibility of Irish
labor markets, which was crucial to the dramatic turnaround in the Irish economy.

Two key aspects of the Irish governance model are examined. First, Irish social partnership
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developed into a “problem solving” system of governance with mechanisms that were able to
accommodate both a highly clientelistic political system and an hierarchical and centralized state.
Second, the specific design of institutions and programs in Ireland allowed for a centrallycontrolled implementation of policy through very flexible mechanisms.

In the first section of the paper the “Irish model” discourse is reviewed. In the second section of
the paper the theoretical approach adopted in the paper is set out. In the empirical sections of the
paper one institution, the Irish labor market agency FÁS (An Foras Áiseanna Saothair), and three
specific policies closely associated with the success of the “Celtic tiger” are outlined: the
Community Employment (CE) scheme; the introduction of the “Standards-Based Apprenticeship”
system; and the expansion of the Institutes of Technology (I.T.’s). The I.T.’s provided the supply
of technologically competent labor that was vital to accommodate the needs of the foreign direct
investment that was flooding into Ireland in the 1990’s. The reformed apprenticeship system was
crucial in supplying the skilled labor that fuelled the most dynamic domestic sectors of the
economy such as construction. Community Employment not only reduced mass unemployment
in the 1990’s, it maintained a connection to the labor market for disadvantaged and marginalized
groups that helped counter the jobless household phenomenon1.

These three policies, the

principal means by which the Irish state moulded the bottom, middle and top thirds of the Irish
labor market, are outlined to illustrate a characteristically Irish form of governance.

The paper is based on comprehensive interview-based research2 focused on the Irish labor market
agency FÁS (An Foras Áiseanna Saothair) and related elite political and economic actors. The
creation of FÁS as an all-encompassing labor market agency in 1987 represented the most
concrete institutional instantiation of the Irish version of “social partnership”. Among those
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interviewed are 15 FÁS officials, 5 ministers, 6 senior civil servants and 13 actors from the social
partners. Permission to cite by name has not yet been sought for interviews conducted in 2003-4,
though it has for an earlier round of interviews.

1. “Who is the fairest of them all?”: models discourses and Ireland on the catwalk.
There is a long history of political economies being deemed positive (“miracles”) or negative
(“diseases”) models for others. Among small, open, “consensual” European economies the
venerable Swedish model (in its original Rehn-Meidner form or recurring in subsequent
incarnations) is the best known, although in the 1990’s the polder “Modell Nederland” came into
vogue3. Models generate their own mythologies and entire literatures emerge to debate the
relative importance of different factors in generating positive economic and social development.
The “celtic tiger” literature is the latest such model.

That there is interest in the Irish model is not surprising given the astonishing4 economic
transformation that has taken place in the last 20 years. The employment data indicate the extent
of the boom. With minor cyclical variation the number of people in jobs in Ireland hovered at
just over 1 million for the first 70 years of independence: half of all people born in Ireland 19221972 emigrated5. Between 1991 and 2001 the number of jobs rose to from 1.1 to 1.8 million6.
Despite the slowdown in the Irish economy in 2002-3 employment growth has continued and it is
now expected that the Irish labor market will consist of 2 million jobs by 20107. This success, in
a country that for 150 years was a model only for chronic underdevelopment punctuated by
social/demographic cataclysms, has understandably given rise to celebration, adulation, even
hubris.
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(Figure 1 here).

The “Lisbon Agenda” consists of both a program for competitiveness “to make the EU the most
competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world” by 2010 and a new
“gouvernement économique”, a new governance paradigm centered on the “soft law” “open
method of coordination” (OMC).

The programmatic dimension consisted of four pillars:

innovation, liberalization, enterprise, employment and social inclusion.

“Sustainable

development” was added as a fifth pillar by the 2001 Swedish Presidency. The current (Spring
2004) Irish Presidency has prioritized reviving this agenda, An Taoiseach Bertie Ahern
commenting that “I’ve spent more time on it over the last 15 months than on enlargement and the
constitutional issue put together”8.

The August 2003 Sapir Report (commissioned by the

President of the European Commission) pointed to a stalling both regarding the program and the
new governance model9. The work-programme of the Irish Presidency on the Lisbon Strategy
contained a restatement of the strategy as a chapter “Working Together for Growth”10.

The

March 2004 Spring European Council mandated Wim Kok to produce an interim report on the
Lisbon process ahead of a formal review to be undertaken by the “high level group on the Lisbon
strategy” which met for the first time in May 2004.

Meanwhile, two research groups are undertaking on-going, “balance sheet” analyses of the
program and the governance model respectively. The Centre for European Reform has published
four widely reported “Lisbon Scorecards” on the programmatic “pillars”11. The March 2004
Scorecard gave a downbeat assessment about EU-wide progress but it accorded Ireland overall
“hero” status (along with Sweden) for its progress12. The “Govecor” group has been monitoring
“EU governance by self-coordination”. Four rounds of interim reports (which go towards a final
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report due for publication in 2005) have focused on how EU states have been implementing
employment policy. The interim reports on Ireland13 have stressed how consonant the OMC (and
the European Employment Strategy) have been with Irish governance practices: a “functional
fusion” that, in the area of national adaptation to employment policy coordination, means Ireland
is a “strong” performer. Rory O’Donnell, the leading scholar on Irish social partnership, has gone
as far as suggesting that since 1987 Ireland has been operating a precocious version of the “open
method of coordination”14.

What is being acclaimed is not always clear. There are markedly different interpretations of the
celtic tiger, in particular the way in which neo-liberal and consensual/corporatist elements fit
together in the Irish case. According to one authoritative measure Ireland is the most globalized
country in the world (Foreign Policy, 2003)15. It has strongly neo-liberal features: “passive”
social protection spending in Ireland was by far the lowest in the EU and only half the EU
average (14.1% of GNP compared to 27.3% for the EU-15)16. Ireland also has a low tax regime:
25% of GNP compared to 40.5% for the EU-1517.

Irish rates of poverty, social exclusion and

inequality are high: 13th out of 18 OECD countries on exclusion and 12th out of 18 on poverty as
measured by the UNDP Human Poverty Index (UNDP, 2000) and 17th out of 18 on income
inequality18. But the tiger’s “golden” neo-liberal fiscal stripes are arranged alongside the black
stripes of “social partnership”19.

Economic policy since 1987 has revolved around a comprehensive “social partnership” system.
This includes centralized wage bargaining coordinated with government social policy20, but it
also involves a much broader political and economic consensus on economic strategy negotiated
by the social partners and political elites: “Social partnership has strong cross party political
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support … [it] has in effect been elevated to a shared political ideology, which infuses all aspects
of public policy-making and with minimal dissent”21. For some this is a novel model of
“problem-solving”, negotiated economic and social governance (O’Donnell 2000a). The framing
documents for social partnership in Ireland have been six national partnership agreements that
have formed the basis for national development plans22.

My purpose in this paper is neither to review the history of Ireland’s belated embrace of
corporatism nor to evaluate whether it is this embrace that has created the “tiger economy”.
Rather, I will present an analysis of the form of “governance” that has emerged in a policy area
that has developed from within Irish social partnership: active labor market policy. Whilst
“passive” social spending as a % of GNP fell in Ireland since 1987 expenditures on both
education and Active Labor Market Policy (ALMP) remained high.

In the 1990’s ALMP

spending soared putting Ireland firmly at the top of the table as an honorary Scandinavian. In the
period 1990-95 only Sweden spent a greater proportion of its GDP (3%) on active labor market
policy than Ireland (2%).

Of those 1.8 million in employment in 2004 well over half have

participated in training and/or employment programs run through the Irish state labor market
agency FÁS (An Foras Áiseanna Saothair)23. The bulk of the job growth has been in sectors that
have drawn heavily on FÁS programs and trainees24. FÁS administers a vast array of programs,
but the two most important are the Community Employment (CE) scheme, which is a temporary
employment/training program for the long term unemployed run largely through community
organizations, and the Standards-Based Apprenticeship system, a modernized training system for
40 different trades. About 100,000 people were on FÁS training and employment programs each
year through the 1990’s25 (peaking at 5% of the workforce) 26.
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Conventional accounts about the origins of the “celtic tiger” point to the strength of the education
system, and in particular the dramatic expansion of tertiary-level education. Education spending
was indeed spared the cutbacks that occurred in other areas in the 1980’s and 1990’s, but despite
this Irish spending levels on education are unexceptional. For 2000 Ireland spent 5% of its GNP
on education27, about average for the EU-15.

Furthermore, the aggregate figure masks a

markedly regressive pattern: Ireland spends less per student on primary education than any EU
state bar Greece, but it is the fourth highest spender on tertiary education per student28. Spending
patterns appear to correlate with outcomes as the OECD’s International Adult Literacy Survey
suggests that whilst Ireland does average-to-well for the upper quintiles of the population it does
very badly for the bottom quintiles29. About 40% of Irish youth now proceed on to higher
education.

Within the tertiary sector the most dynamic area has been the Institutes of

Technology30. This “technological” sector of higher education has grown to the point where it
enrolls as many students as the conventional tertiary system of universities31. This sector of
higher education will be examined alongside FÁS programs to elucidate the nature of the Irish
governance model.

2.

Neo-liberalism, the competition state, governance and problem-induced policy.

Much of the literature on neo-liberalism and/or globalization has suggested an inexorable
international policy convergence. For some the international integration of markets and capital
mobility has dramatically eroded national autonomy: the end of the nation-state is at hand as
international markets become the effective economic policy maker, with governments reduced to
a vestigial, dignified role32. Policy options are narrowed to a single, neo-liberal path, resituating
the state “into a subordinate relationship with global economic forces”33. Other political-
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economists have maintained that globalization, far from mandating one-size-fits-all neoliberalism, leaves the social democratic alternative as viable as ever34. Comparativists have been
able to demonstrate that there are distinctive types of advanced capitalist economies,35 and there
has been particular interest in the question of whether the “Anglo-American”, “residual” or
“liberal” world of welfare capitalism enjoys a comparative institutional advantage over other
“worlds”.

There are three problems with this literature. First, neither “globalization”, nor “neo-liberalism”
nor even “Anglo-American welfare capitalism” simply means “less state”. Philip Cerny has
argued that economic globalization has led not to a decline of state intervention but rather to an
increase in intervention and regulation in order to promote competitiveness and marketization36.
This involves microeconomic intervention rather than macroeconomic intervention,
responsiveness to international markets, and a focus on enterprise, innovation and profits rather
than social cohesion: the “welfare state” metamorphosising into the “competition state”. Second,
at the same time that globalization gives rise to an intensification of certain sorts of intervention it
also increases the level of uncertainty about the course of action that needs to be followed:
competitiveness in an uncertain international environment requires states and other policy actors
to engage in more “puzzling” and less “powering”37. This explains the recent interest, across a
wide range of intellectual traditions, in policy ideas and how they are communicated. From a
rational choice framework an interest in shared mental models38, from a Gramscian Marxist
perspective a concern with socially constructed political discourse39, from new institutionalist
political analysis a new interest in the role of actors beliefs about governance traditions40, from a
policy analysis framework a concern with paradigms and advocacy coalitions41. Scholars
working on globalization itself are increasingly tending to distinguish between the economic
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outcomes of globalization and the effects of the discourse about globalization42. Third, different
policy arenas within a single country are likely to be highly variable. This latter observation
points to the importance of focusing on policy sub-systems rather than aggregate national
patterns43.

These three observations are particularly important for the analysis presented here, I will use the
concepts of “the competition state”, “ideational discourse and puzzling”, and “paradigm politics”
at the sub-system level. First, contemporary Ireland is an exemplar of the “competition state”
where social policy is subordinated to the needs of the economy and recalibrated to address
international competitiveness rather than domestic égalité. Second puzzling in response to policy
problems is important although it needs to be noted that it is not a benignly technocratic process.
It also involves strategic manipulation: the heresthetics44 of policy change, manipulation of the
framing of issues by political leaders in order to deconstruct alternative coalitions and construct a
new winning coalition, is particularly important. The particular approach I am using draws on
this Advocacy Coalition Framework and also the “problem-induced policy development”
approach developed by Hemerijck.45 Hemerijck looks at the reconfiguration/recalibration of
policy profiles, viewing this as “system-wide search for a new, economically viable, politically
feasible, and socially acceptable profile of social and economic regulation (127).” There is a
sequential logic of [effective] policy adjustment, understood as a dynamic political process of
problem-induced policy learning. Thus policy is seen as reactive not routine, problem/failure
induces episodic search. Policy actors are viewed as satisficers not optimisers. Learning,
mobilizing ideas usually institutionally nested, is important, as is the role of boundary-spanning
institutions which structure the policy discourse by shaping the perceptions of actors over what is
desirable and feasible. Two other features of Hemerijck’s analysis are especially important. First
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power, the mobilization of legitimate authority, is accorded equal status with the mobilization of
ideas. Second, the sources of policy problems in any one policy network include not just
“exogenous” shocks in the form of wider economic and demographic changes, but also
“endogenous” spillover – problems generated by dysfunctional policy in neighboring policy
areas, such as education or social welfare.

Third, for analysis at the sub-system level the “Advocacy Coalition Framework” (Sabatier, 1988;
Sabatier and Jenkins Smith, 1993) which views policy subsystems as central in bringing about
policy change is of particular utility. A policy subsystem encompasses a large and diverse set of
actors that attempt to translate their beliefs pertaining to a particular political issue or set of issues
into governmental policies and programs.46 According to Sabatier, most subsystems contain only
a few politically significant advocacy groupings, usually ranging from “two to four important
coalitions.”47 The “Advocacy Coalition Framework” (ACF) sees the policy process and policy
change as involving competing coalitions of policy actors48 within sub-systems mediated by
policy brokers49. Coalitions form around different “policy core” ideas: paradigms50 and conflicts
over policy change generate “paradigm politics”.

3. Irish Labour Market Policy 1987-2004: FÁS; Community Employment; Standards-Based
Apprenticeship; and the Institutes of Technology.

a. FÁS: the Swiss Army Knife of the Irish State
FÁS was created in 1987 and introduced by incoming Fianna Fail Minister for Labour (and
Taoiseach since 1997) Bertie Ahern. An earlier labor market agency AnCO, with a narrow remit
focused on the apprenticeship system had existed in Ireland since 1967. After Ireland’s accession
to the EEC AnCO gained access to European Social Fund resources but more importantly
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European ideas about manpower policy. An AnCO ethos developed in the 1970’s that was rather
similar to the contemporaneous MSC ethos in Britain: flaws in the apprenticeship and education
systems were perceived as fundamental and a “Rhenish” alternative posited, Modell Deutschland
being the vogue at the time. However, unemployment and wider social-economic crisis in the
1980’s saw AnCo politically marginalized. A 1985 National Economic and Social Council
Report51 and then a government-commissioned consultants report made a series of policy
recommendations most of which were drafted into the strongly social democratic September 1986
White Paper on Manpower Policy (introduced by the Fine Gael-Labour coalition). Ahern
inherited the Bill and secured the passage of the Labour Services Act 1987 that created FÁS.

It was the 1987-92 Fianna Fail-led government that, contrary to most expectations, introduced
both fiscal austerity and social partnership in the face of an enormous fiscal deficit. Social
Partnership secured a corporatist bargain. Fiscal austerity secured the support of the main
opposition party, Fine Gael. The 1987 Program for National Recovery agreed to by the social
partners is the Irish equivalent of the 1982 Wassenaar or the 1938 Saltsjobaden Accords. It is
important to note that the Irish accord was much more state-led than its famous Dutch and
Swedish predecessors. The startling outbreak of social peace (in an industrial relations system
long renowned for conflict) and an end to adversarial party politics provided the context for the
emergence of a powerful new coalition in the Active Labor Market Policy (ALMP) subsystem, a
coalition that has held firm ever since. Furthermore, whereas in other policy areas extreme fiscal
austerity placed severe limits on policy innovation, the ALMP subsystem encountered a sudden
windfall: the new European regime for cohesion funding set out in the 1989 and 1994
Community Support Framework documents52, aka “Delors 1” and “Delors 2”53. Delors 1
channeled IR£3.1billion to Ireland, one third of it through FAS. Delors 2 channeled IR£4.6
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billion into Ireland, one quarter of this went through FÁS. The importance of the funding has
been somewhat exaggerated. More important were the ideational and administrative strings that
came with the funding. In some areas European Commission goals, such as gender equality, were
imposed on a reluctant Irish state. More broadly, a rigorous monitoring system was implemented
as a check against misuse of funds.

The Finance ministry and FÁS had a joint interest in maximizing the Irish “take” from the EU.
Within the Commission the Irish were viewed as the most solicitous and determined of grant
seekers. At the same time they earned a reputation for being tremendously responsive to the
Commission and very effective users of funds54. FÁS was regarded as a model by the European
Union because it was able to demonstrate a direct link between European funding and valuable
projects on the ground, demonstrating that EU funding was the catalyst for the activity
happening55. The direct contacts that FÁS had with the Commission were crucial in giving FÁS
autonomy from government departments. The fact that FÁS was not a regular bureau of
government meant that senior civil servants played only a minor role in shaping policy. Political
leadership (particularly the Minister for Trade and Employment - formerly the Minister for
Labour) did matter56. FÁS was able to horsetrade with the Commission and its interactions were
unmediated by any government department57.

Irish state institutions are usually caught between the rock of powerful, centralized state
(especially the Finance Ministry) and the hard place of a party system highly responsive to local
political pressure. In the case of FÁS, European money and the ability of Finance to calculate
the net cost of programs gave FÁS leverage with Finance that sustained support for FÁS
programs even in times of extreme fiscal austerity. The breadth of local support for FÁS
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programs provided further political insulation that extended across party political boundaries. The
regionalization of FÁS furthered its ability to nurture and mobilize alliances with local
community groups.

FÁS’s organizational structure was supremely well adapted to its budgetary and political
environment. It was a single, multifunctional labor market agency, largely autonomous from its
parent Department58. It had a representative Board of Directors with employer and union
representatives strongly represented, but the organization was dominated by a powerful Director
General position. FÁS was regionalized, with 10 fairly autonomous Regional Directors
controlling its operations in these regions. This regional structure came to be important as local
politicians developed strong links with FÁS in their region. FÁS also developed a capacity to
deliver programs both in-house and by outsourcing: contracting out many of its services, from
research thru training, to external actors.

FÁS, due to its interactions with the European Commission and its reliance on EU funding
adapted its auditing and financial systems to EU requirements, developing a “clean” and
accountable reputation whilst maintaining an ability to respond to the clientelistic demands placed
on it by Irish politicians. FÁS always devoted great energies to responding to requests from
elected politicians on behalf of constituents. A symbiotic relationship developed whereby FÁS
was able to deliver favors to politicians whose intensive “constituency service” made them useful
sources of information about the demand for placements. In return FÁS, both at head office and
through its regional offices, was able to rely on strong political support, almost irrespective of
party.
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FÁS was fiscally opportunistic in being able to respond very precisely to the demands of its
funders, the Department of Finance and Brussels. As far as the all-powerful Department of
Finance was concerned FÁS was especially attractive because of net-cost calculus. Drawing
down as much EU funding as possible helped subsidize spending. Later savings made in the
social welfare budget by programs run by FÁS helped further minimize the costs to the
exchequer. In addition to this net cost factor, FÁS was also attractive because of its ability to
avoid long-term spending commitments. Outsourcing its functions meant avoiding the
appointment of permanent public sector jobs. Thus much of FÁS’s capacity was legally and
fiscally retractable. Finance has an abhorrence, bordering on a form of fiscal anorexia, of
creating permanent public sector employment.

In addition to the short and long term financial attractiveness of FÁS programming over other
alternatives, FÁS was liked by Finance and Brussels for its ability to animate societal actors such
as voluntary organizations (as project sponsors) and employers. FÁS was able to share financial,
legal and political responsibility with its institutional clients, effectively achieving a big bang for
the buck/punt/euro: a large “multiplier”. For these reasons the Irish state quickly learned that it
could address myriad problems through FÁS cheaply and effectively. Other Departments of State
were by-passed and FÁS became the all-purpose solution to various problems, the “Swiss army
knife” of the Irish state. The post-1987 consensus had a generalized “freezing” effect. Radical
policy ideas, whether neo-liberal (workfare, privatisation, welfare state retrenchment) or social
democratic (egalitarian educational policies, public sector employment growth) in the fields of
social welfare and education were marginalized and “beyond the pale”. Policy innovation and
solutions to policy problems became the almost exclusive preserve of FÁS: the all-purpose
solution-monger. That FÁS was often an unsuitable implement to address problems did not
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matter, it was the only implement to hand. This lead to it being used for a wide variety of
purposes, from funding the arts to addressing drug and psychiatric problems in Irish society,
particularly through the Community Employment program.

b. Community Employment: FÁS, community organizations and the politicians
The Delors windfall was important for FÁS training programming. However, employment
programs without a large training component – such as the Community Employment (CE)
program - were not supported by EU funds, but they soon became the largest part of the FÁS
budget and the most beloved by community organizations. As Exchequer funding represented
nearly 100% of the cost of these programs, domestic political support was crucial.

FÁS was able to be very entrepreneurial and responsive to political directives59. It also now
enjoyed autonomy from government departments, extensive resources and effective insulation
from critics. When savings from the social welfare budget due to participation in a FÁS scheme
are calculated in FÁS was always able to make the case to Finance that the net cost of exchequer
support was only 10p in the punt60. This net-cost calculus was important for Finance, which
always had a representative on the FÁS Board and in a climate of fiscal austerity, was keen to
make savings.

FÁS’s policy development division devised Community Employment (CE). Unlike earlier
employment programs (and despite the Department of Finance’s concern about costs) CE was
developed as a program that would employ supervisors to ensure a relatively high quality
program on projects largely sponsored by the community sector (80% of placements are with the
voluntary sector, the rest mainly with public agencies).

The 1992-4 Fianna Fail-Labour
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coalition government announced the program in January 1994 with a budget double that of
existing employment program budgets and designed to more than double the number of
placements to 40,000 per year.

(Fig 2. about here)

CE involved a particularly striking mobilization of the community sector as project sponsors.
FÁS here played a proactive role in searching out, cultivating and training activists: often people
who were very alienated from “the system”61. FÁS created courses and diplomas in community
work for the purposes of cultivating such social entrepreneurs. This was particularly important in
the most deprived areas where local civic activism was often absent: churches and unions were
absent in the most dysfunctional urban communities; professionals such as doctors and teachers
did not live locally, community activism had to start from a tabula rasa62.

The bulk of the credit for the strong support FÁS received and the success of FÁS programs is
attributed to elected politicians63. Politicians, including serving ministers, are highly responsive
to constituents (the Irish STV electoral system punishes individual politicians who lose touch
with constituents). The partisan complexion of governments did not matter either. All politicians
had FÁS schemes in their constituencies. It was also the case that any coalitional permutation
would contain a party or party faction that was populist and strongly pro-FAS: this applied to the
populist wing of the Fianna Fail party (Bertie Ahern64 being the best example) and to the Labour
Party.65 The 1992-94 window was especially auspicious as this government included both a
populist incarnation of Fianna Fail and the Labour party. The advocacy coalition that came
together to create and implement Community Employment was based on FÁS and included the
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union and employer social partners on the FÁS Board, Finance Minister Ahern, Labour’s Ruairi
Quinn as Minister for Enterprise and Employment and Mary O’Rourke as Minister of State with
responsibility for FÁS.

(Fig 5. about here).

The FÁS-based advocacy coalition revolved around a “labour market programming” paradigm, that
sought to address mass long term unemployment through a greatly enlarged temporary employment
program with a significant training dimension and run by FÁS-controlled supervisors for projects
sponsored by community organizations. This coalition received strong backing in the 1993 Fianna
Fail-Labour “Program for Government”. However, given the saliency of the unemployment issue at
the time a rival coalition with a much more radical agenda combining a social democratic “highspend” approach to job creation with a “community development” paradigm advocated by the
community and voluntary sector, together with the left wing Democratic Left party and some
elements of the Labour party. This latter coalition fastened on to a “Taskforce on Long Term
Unemployment” created by the government and the National Economic and Social Forum, a new
“social partnership” body created to democratise social partnership and give access to previously
excluded interests such as the community and voluntary sector. This “community development”
advocacy coalition sought an even larger program, but outside FÁS, and with a communitydevelopment ethos rather than a labor market one. A struggle between these two coalitions ensued,
ultimately won by the “labor market programming” group, led by Ministers Quinn and O’Rourke.
Finance opposed the community development model not so much because of short term cost
considerations but because of the fear that without a labor market focus programs would quickly
cease to be short-term and temporary and would involve the exchequer supporting public sector
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employment or “sheltered employment” for a permanent clientele. The Taskforce proposal were
finally buried by the 1994-7 Fine Gael/Labour/Democratic Left “Rainbow” coalition, as by then FÁS
had successfully launched Community Employment and the community and voluntary sector had
reconciled itself to the FÁS approach.

The CE advocacy coalition was not only challenged from the left but also from the “right”. CE
came in for heavy criticism for failing to get people into jobs and for the deadweight and
substitution effects. It was also criticized for being insufficiently connected to the labor market
and being too “provider-centered” rather than “client-centered”. Although FÁS programs
received mixed reviews by economists and academic researchers, FAS was in a politically strong
position 1987-2004. The leadership of FÁS felt insulated from pressure by critics because, with
over 3,500 community projects receiving FÁS support at any time, there was a huge constituency
of support. There were only three occasions when FÁS leadership felt it necessary to mobilize
this constituency to counter critics: once when a hostile newspaper article argued FÁS spending
was wasteful, twice when budget cuts were mooted. On all three occasions a modest mobilization
of support generated overwhelming backing to see off the criticism66. Part of the defense was that
massive social disruption was likely if nothing was done67. The other argument was that FÁS had
to help people up the skills ladder68.

The “client-centered intervention” advocacy coalition, which drew on support from academic
think tanks, such as the prestigious Economic and Social Research Institute, business interests and
elements within the civil service and the Fine Gael Party made a series of proposals, including
proposals to detach programs for the unemployed from “regular” training, and align the former
with social welfare. However these were successfully resisted. One disadvantage that this
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coalition had was the problem of being tarred as “Thatcherite”. There was a widespread aversion
to the direction that British active labor market policy was taking at the time in the form of the
Employment Training program (1988-97).

“In a growing body of research, economists have compared groups of unemployed people who
enter government training schemes with similar groups who do not. In almost every case, these
studies have found that the schemes have failed to improve either the earnings or the employment
prospects of their clients” (Economist April 6, 1996). OECD research tended to support this
thesis. The largest and most comprehensive study of Irish active labor market policy concluded
that the results were unimpressive (O’Connell and McGinnity, 1997). Interestingly, however, just
as the “expert” evidence about the ineffectiveness of these policies mounted, Irish active labor
market policy expanded to its greatest extent. By the late 1990’s there were over 40,000 per year
being employed on CE. As the jobs boom took off CE’s clientele changed from the long term
unemployed to much more marginalized groups such as single mothers and the disabled. The
numbers remained high however, and despite the retrenchment attempted by the center-right
1997-2004 government, over 20,000 are on the program annually in 2003 and 2004.

The key to the success of CE was mobilizing community organizations as sponsors and
them running the system through supervisors nominally working for sponsors but
effectively working for FÁS. This galvanized a cohort of community activists who,
though operating outside the framework of the political parties, were able to exploit the
responsive, clientelistic nature of Irish local and national politics to secure the resources
necessary to develop a remarkably sustained response to mass unemployment. FÁS’s
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leveraging capacity did not reduce its ability to control policy. FÁS shared responsibility
but maintained control through the system of supervisors.

(Figure 3 about here)

Although periodic evaluation of Community Employment by outside consultants, and a lot
of academic research, suggested that CE was not “progressing” clients into the regular
labor market there has been belated recognition that DCE has had a big impact on the hard
core of “work poor households” where Ireland has moved from being a very poor
performer to a good one (Figure 3)69.

c. Standards-Based Apprenticeships
The reform of the apprenticeship system had been a goal of policymakers since the 1970’s. It
was accomplished in the 1992-94 period, overcoming intense opposition, thanks in part to a
favourable political alignment. A union leader, and FÁS Board member, inserted a commitment
to reform the apprenticeship system into the second social partnership agreement in 1991, the
Program for Economic and Social Progress70. The 1992-94 Fianna Fail- Labour government set
about delivering this commitment and it was able to accomplish this through FÁS. Employers
were greatly supportive of the idea of a qualitatively superior apprenticeship system that was
standards based rather than time-served, but they wanted the state to pay for this and just “cherry
pick” the results. FÁS was determined to get employers to bear the bulk of the financial costs of
the new system and also to “take ownership” of the system. This was accomplished, after much
conflict, by employers being made responsible for the hiring of apprentices (and apprentices
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completing the first of their seven-phased apprenticeship “on the job” with the employer). FÁS
also ensured that the new system was “end-certified” so as to prevent employers withdrawing
apprentices who were part-qualified through the different modules.
The FÁS-based advocacy coalition revolved around a “labor market programming” paradigm that
viewed the core problem as being one of market failure: employers would never generate
sufficient training as it was more rational to “poach”. Despite the presence of employer
representatives on the FÁS Board, FÁS’s leadership retained a deep distrust of the motives of
employers. Employers had to be cajoled, if not coerced, into supporting a system from which
they would benefit. Union leadership was strongly supportive and employers, who wanted the
reform but at Exchequer expense, found themselves isolated. Employers in the traditional
“trades” eventually caved-in, not least because, despite continuing mass unemployment, the rate
of economic growth was generating noticeable skills shortages (1993-7), and later labor shortages
(1997-2001).
(Figure 4 about here)
In addition to opposition from employers FÁS had to counter opposition from the Department of
Education over who would control the “off the job” vocational education and training. FÁS’s
ability to deliver training both in-house at its Training Centers and through contracting-out made
it very flexible. However, a political compromise had to be reached with the Department of
Education (and teacher unions which feared lay-offs of vocational teachers). A division between
FÁS and the education system was eventually forged, with FÁS being effectively in control of the
standards and overall shaping of the apprenticeships across 40 trades. However, the system was
less flexible than FÁS wanted and it was unable to extend the new system to some newer
occupational fields. One result of this latter is that since 1997 employers have developed their
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own “skillnets” systems in some of the newer occupational fields, outside of FÁS’s control. This
latter development notwithstanding, the Standards-Based Apprenticeship initiatives saw FÁS
effectively able to “lock-in” employer support (and funding) for a system that it largely
controlled.

d. The Institutes of Technology
Although the Institutes of Technology are administered through the Department of Education,
their functioning parallels for the tertiary educational sector what FÁS was doing in the lower part
of the labor market. Recent research by Wickham and Boucher (2004)71 has focused on the
“technological” sector of higher education in Ireland. Debunking the adulatory account of the
Irish education system they note that the dramatic expansion in the proportion of Irish children
who go on to third level is largely due to the growth of the regional Institutes of Technology.
Twelve such institutes were created in the 1970’s and 1980’s72 and by the 1990’s these
institutions were enrolling as many students as the traditional universities. The IT’s were focused
on courses and qualifications closely aligned with emerging labor market needs. Wickham and
Boucher are keen to point out that although much of what the IT’s did was closely aligned with
foreign direct investment in “new technology” sectors, much was also focused on the traditional
manufacturing sector, which was as dynamic a source of growth as the more widely hailed “hitech” sectors.
For my purposes here what matters most is the way in which the IT’s were administered and the
type of qualified people they were turning out. Regarding governance, the IT’s were directly
controlled by the Department of Education. The Presidents of the IT’s were political appointees
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and there was thus a strong direct role for Ministers (rather than just civil servants). Given the
regional locations of the Institutes and the political nature of appointments the degree of political
support the Institutes enjoyed was considerable. What they lacked was the autonomy of the
traditional universities. This made them highly susceptible to central government preferences and
these were tightly connected with economic development criteria.
The IT’s were also very adept at turning out sub-degree level graduates. Modular one and two
year courses with Certificates, Diplomas and other qualifications were a large part of the IT’s
activities. Three quarters of all IT qualifications are sub-degree level. Qualifications could be
tailored to meet labor market needs and the costs of producing such third level education was
relatively low. This also means that the static enrolment figures understate the importance of the
IT’s in terms of the througput of students. This also explains why Ireland looks so good in
international comparisons about the proportion od children in third level: the average duration of
third level education in Ireland was 2/3rds that of the OECD average, largely because of the IT’s.
In addition to low per capita costs the IT’s were also significant recipients of European Social
Funds. Thus the net-cost to the Irish exchequer was low in the 1990’s. The pattern noticeable
with FÁS programming is replicated with the IT’s. There is direct control exercised by the
political center and Finance is able to ensure that the net- and per-capita cost is low. Given that
IT’s are largely staffed by permanent faculty there are long-term commitments involved that
mean that the “outsourcing” model used by FÁS is not viable. This also means that certain
programming becomes locked in and less responsive to political direction. One consequence of
this was an over-investment in Information Technology staff as a result of the recommendations
of the “Expert Group on Future Skill Needs”. However, compared to other tertiary institutions in
Ireland, and the norm in most of Europe, the responsiveness of the IT’s is remarkable.
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4. Conclusion: just-in-time policy, Irish style

What was most innovative and successful about the Irish model was not the policies pursued but
the mechanisms through which policy was determined: the flexibility of the Irish state. Irish
labor market policy has been highly effective in responding to specific problems and this has
contributed to the astonishing success of the “Celtic Tiger” (Fig 1.).
•

For the top end of the labor market the Irish state was able to rapidly and cheaply increase
the proportion of the workforce educated to tertiary level, largely through the expansion
of sub-degree qualifications at the Institutes for Technology it controls.

•

For the middle part of the labor market the Irish state was able to rapidly and cheaply
improve the quality of the apprenticeship system, largely through manipulating
employers and the EU into paying for a system it (through FÁS) was able to control and
direct to labor upskilling (rather than employer-servicing goals) (Fig. 2).

•

For the bottom end of the labor market the Irish state was able to rapidly and cheaply
expand temporary employment schemes (see Fig. 4) to keep marginalized groups (the
long term unemployed, lone parents, older and disabled people) connected to the labor
market and employable (see Fig. 3 on work poor households).

Initiatives at all three levels involved distinct qualitative leaps for the Irish labor market.
Community Employment served to render categories of the population deemed unemployable
employable. Standards Based Apprenticeships served to improve the quality of the workforce in
manual and non-manual trades previously just “time-served”. The Institutes of Technology
served to produce cohorts of vocationally-oriented tertiary-level graduates for a segment of the
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population that previously exited formal education after secondary schooling.

The governance pattern – central control, responsiveness to local clientelism, flexible, retractable
delivery mechanisms - is highly adapted to the peculiar features of the Irish state (extremely
centralized, with an all-powerful Finance Ministry driven by a near-anorexic fear of expanding
public expenditure) and Irish electoral politics (highly localized with clientelistic politicians
driven by “constituency service” more than ideology). Policy initiatives received backing from
the political center (especially Finance) whilst at the same time cultivating a dominant “advocacy
coalition” that embraced actors in all political parties and across all major societal actors from
employers to community activists.

Why were a disproportionate number of policy problems faced by the Irish state addressed through
FÁS? Because FÁS provided low-cost, high-impact policy that met the political and administrative
requirements of funding sources. It’s ability to “leverage” policy-supportive action by societal
actors was especially important: getting them to bear financial, legal and political costs. FÁS
satisficed Finance and Brussels. It provided cheap, flexible solutions that avoided long term
commitments. These solutions were not always optimal, but they were economically viable,
politically feasible and socially acceptable. What was the form of governance employed by FÁS?
FÁS was a centralized and fairly hierarchical institution but its regionalized structure enabled it to
be highly responsive to the local, clientelistic nature of irish politics. Its control over programs
(whether run in-house or out-sourced) meant it was able to respond quickly to political demands, an
interesting example of a “clean clientelism”. Why have FÁS and its principal programs proved to
be politically and administratively durable? FÁS was enjoyed strong political support from elected
politicians and (to a lesser extent) client groups such as the voluntary sector and employers. It has
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developed a political immunity to research-based criticism of its programs. FÁS’s “clean
clientelism” points to a functional advantage deriving from societal actors and elected politicians
whose detailed knowledge of projects serves as a counterweight to “expert” analysis.

What are the consequences of FÁS’s unusual prominence for the Irish welfare state? FÁS’s very
utility has forestalled reform in other parts of the Irish welfare state. The fact that FÁS is the only
tool available points to a weakness in the repertoire of tools the Irish state has available. The Swiss
Army Knife is both a symptom of policy failure in other areas and a cause of those failures not
having been confronted. This points not only to a weakness of the Irish state’s repertoire but also a
stasis in social policy in other Departments of State that is in part due to the “freezing” effect of
consensual social partnership. The challenge for the Irish state now is to go beyond “just-in-time”
quick fixes to tackle the more intractable problems of developing the “knowledge-based
economy” and social inclusion. FÁS cannot solve the problem that the Irish education system is
generating a large number of functional illiterates. It cannot address growing income and wealth
inequalities that derive from sources other than unemployment.

It cannot address chronic

weaknesses in the social welfare system. In these areas Ireland is now a poor performer.

Exhortation to “copy” Ireland, either in terms of programs or the broader development strategy,
ought to be treated with great caution.

The Irish case illustrates the importance of quite

idiosyncratic “fixes” for specific problems faced by the state. The extent of policy innovation
that occurred within the post-1987 consensual model is significant as is the characteristic type of
governance that developed. However, beauty pageant political economy is inadvisable.
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Fig 1. Aggregate Numbers of Jobs (in thousands) in the Irish Economy 1920-2010
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Fig. 3
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Fig 5: Policy Coalitions in the Community Employment and Standards Based
Apprenticeship Cases.

Case

Community Employment
(CE)

Standards Based
Apprenticeship

Problem

Long Term
Unemployment crisis

Poor and highly uneven
quality of time-served
apprenticeships

Source of
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FF-Labour government

1991 Program for Economic
and Social Progress

Key
Proposal

FÁS-operated,
national, 40,000place scheme, based
on Voluntary sector
sponsors, run by

7-stage, standards-based
system, part employerfinanced, off-the-job
modules split with
Education, end-certified.

Policy
coalitions

“labor market
programming”
“hi-spend community
development”
“Anti make-work”

“labor market
programming”
“educationists”
“cost-averse employers”

Decision
points

Jan 1993 FF-Lab
“Program for Gov’t”

1991 Social Partnership
Agreement

Jan 1994 Budget

Spring 1993 meetings with
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Decisive
Factor
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“Locking in” employer
responsibility

Result

CE launched April
1994

September 1993 Standards
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system launched
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